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Legacy
– How Can We Celebrate Our Past?
Dr. U introduces in the tour the Statue of Alexander Hamilton.
As the oldest statue installed on Commonwealth Avenue, it celebrates his
contributions to the development of Boston and the United States. One of
his most well-known accomplishments includes establishing the nation’s
first two central banks as the United States’ first secretary of the treasury.
In comparison, China was economically devastating in the 1980s. To
save the country from poverty, the new Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping
emphasized that economic reform is the only way. He states his famous
quote there, “development is of overriding importance”. In what was
called Deng Xiaoping's Southern Tour in 1992, he visited several
provinces and accentuated opening up to development in
especially Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shanghai. In a short history of merely
40 years, Shenzhen grew from a small suburban fishing town to an
economic center with a population of 12.5 million, surpassing its
neighboring city Hong Kong’s GDP for the first time in 2018. As a way
to commemorate our hero, the six-meter-tall bronze statue of Deng
Xiaoping was installed on the mountaintop in Lotus Park (莲花山公园),
as if he is still overlooking the advancement of our city.

Carvings and statues have always been the most common way
for memorial purposes. While pedestrians walk by, they naturally
remind themselves about the history and legacy of a specific personage
or event. However, nowadays, there are more ways of remembering
those legacies, such as the famous musical produced by Lin-Manuel
Miranda, Hamilton the Musical. As Dr. Rhodes spoke in the video, the
popularity of Alexander Hamilton only became well-known after the
musical production, which statues comparably fail to accomplish. I was
lucky enough to watch the musical in New York City before the
pandemic, and even as a foreigner, I was able to feel and was moved by
the power of that production. Meanwhile, looking at the statues of both
of these significant figures does not seem to affect me as strongly.
Therefore, I began thinking of ways we can commemorate our past
heroes because some statues may not bring resonance between the
viewer and the actual legacy. Would statues still be effective as a way to
communicate our pride and feelings about history? Or, should we try
finding some more modern and creative ways to achieve the goal of
preserving our values and history?

